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The Altero brand was born out of the merger of a human team with 

more than 20 years’ experience in the plastic recycling sector and the 

company Aranow Packaging Machinery with more than 16 years spent 

manufacturing machinery for product packaging on a global scale.

Our technical team has built its long professional career on installing 

and repairing different types of machinery for thermoplastic recycling. 

For years it even took on the role as the official technical support team 

in Spain for the leading brand in the sector.

Implementing the Lean system and completely computerising the 

production processes has allowed us to focus our efforts on maximum 

efficiency. To do so, it is essential that there is cooperation between 

the engineers carrying out our projects in order to have constant 

improvement and the determination to work with ethical management 

criteria, to act responsibly towards the workers and in an environmentally 

friendly manner.
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The company / Altero in figures /

A human team made up of more than 50 highly 

qualified professionals.1
In house engineering, R+D, mechanical and electronic 

technical office, customer service, etc. departments.2

Global presence for both sales and technical support.3

Why Altero? /
At Altero, we offer a comprehensive 

solution for recycling of plastics, consisting 

of high-performance pelletising lines and

a complete after-sales service, in order

to guarantee the optimum performance 

of our machines and drastically reduce 

maintenance costs.
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Technical advice to our

customers throughout the

life of the product.

Our technical team 

has more than 20 years 

of experience in the

thermoplastic recycling sector.

High performance 

premium products at a very 

competitive price.

Fast response time

for breakdowns

and repairs.

In house engineering and

R&D department to ensure

the constant evolution

of our products.

We use components with the 

highest quality and efficiency 

standards. 

We are not the biggest but 

we are the most flexible and

able to adapt to the specific 

needs of our clients.

Facilities with more than 2,300 m2 for the 

production plant and 300m2 of office space.5

Headquarters located just 30 minutes from 

Barcelona.4
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Our mission is to boost and to pioneer the concept of sustainable recycling

which can be understood as the use of highly efficient and affordable

processes to transform plastic waste. To do so, our main objective is for the 

technology necessary for the production of top-quality recycled pellets to 

be within everybody’s reach.

Plastic is an extraordinary material that we cannot

live without and which has played an essential role in

the great development of our society. However, there is 

an urgent need to resolve the environmental problems

associated to the inefficient handling of waste.

At Altero, we are aware of the big responsibility that

the industry has to achieve these environmental goals and the

urgent need to make more efficient, innovative and sustainable use

of plastic, where design and production fully respect the needs to

reuse and recycle it.

Mission /

The transformation of plastic waste into fully reusable raw materials 

must be a sustainable process. In our view, this means that:

At Altero, we promote sustainable recycling by 

designing highly productive lines, enormously 

cutting down on maintenance costs and 

offering prices that will surprise you.

Highly efficient technology must be used which will give the 

maximum the productivity-energy consumption ratio.

Plastic recycling must be a cost-effective economic 

activity to promote growth in the sector and to 

encourage the collection and subsequent assessment 

of waste.

Drivers behind
sustainable recycling /
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Pre-washed

agricultural film
Film with inkPost-consumer 

waste

Usual materials /

Post-Consumer 
Recycling

Altero Velox
Designed to recycle the plastics 

that are the most difficult to 

process.

Products /

BOPP film

• Pre-washed post-consumer waste.

• Pre-washed agricultural film.

• Flexible packaging with ink.

Typical applications /
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Post-Industrial 
Recycling

Optimised design for recycling 

industrial plastic with hardly 

any ink or moisture.

Altero Optima

• Shrinkage in the manufacture of bags, 

  agricultural film, flexible packaging, plastic 

  fabric bags, stretchable film, edge cutting, etc.

• Plastic waste ground by injection, blowing and 

  extrusion machines.

• Start-up rolls or lumps.

Typical applications / Usual materials /

Non-printed 
film

Hard plastic 
regrind

PP Rafia Waste in blowing and 
Injection processes
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Velox: maximum efficiency /
Film Flexible High 

moisture
Contam-

inated
Pre-

washed
Post-

consumer
With ink
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• Pre-washed PE film (HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE).

• Pre-washed PP film (BOPP, CPP, etc.).

• Flexible packaging.

• Material with ink.

• High moisture content.

• Highly contaminated material.

• Pre-washed 

  post-consumer waste.

• Pre-washed 

  agricultural film.

• Mixed packaging films.

Typical applications /

Productivity, durability and efficiency at a highly competitive price. Everything has been considered in order to reach

top performance when recycling highly demanding and difficult to process materials.

Optimised to process /
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Main characteristics /

Double degassing. Thanks to optimal screw design, 

pre-heating of the material in the compactor and double 

degassing zone, maximum efficiency is obtained to 

eliminate gasses and volatiles.

Continuous backflush filter. Excellent filtering power, 

increasing the service life of the grids and reducing operator 

workload. Its design and features are ideal for working with 

highly contaminated materials.

Infra-red heating modules to reduce energy consumption 

by 60% and the time to reach the target temperature 

by 50%.

High performance compactor. It conditions the material

so that the extruder can work at full performance 

and energy consumption is reduced. This is obtained 

by cutting, mixing, heating and drying the material. 

Removing the residual moisture is the equivalent 

of a first degassing stage.

Maximum Productivity /

Cost reduction /

Large compactor to optimise the material’s conditioning, 

reducing moisture and increasing its temperature by friction.1 4

5

Less production stoppages thanks to the filter placement

after the extruder.

Minimum material loss even in the most demanding of situations 

thanks to the continuous melt filter (optional).

Less production 

stoppages, replacement 

costs (sleeve bushing) and 

losses of material thanks

to the filter placement after 

the extruder.

Maximum screw and barrel 

durability thanks to using 

the best bimetallic steel 

alloys on the market.

Rapid return on investment 

thanks to the highly 

competitive prices of  

our machines in relation  

to their productivity.

Maximum energy efficiency

thanks to the use of 

high-performance motors 

and to infrared heating 

of the barrel (60% reduction 

in power consumption).

2

3 Maximum productivity and homogenisation capacity thanks

to a large, optimised screw design (L/D 40).

Automatic material flow regulation from the compactor 

to the extruder.
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Simple and user-friendly handling thanks to the 

customisable interface.

Top brand components (Lenze, WEG, Siemens, ABB, 

Knodler, etc.).

Maximum filtering power (up to 18% contaminants

removed) thanks to the continuous melt filter (optional).

Thermal oil cooling system to precisely and efficiently

control the extruder’s temperature.

Assisted start-up process for greater convenience

and safety.
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Optima: invest in just what you need /
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Optimised
to process / • Pre-crushed, heavy rigid regrind scraps such as bottles, pipes, 

  containers and lumps in the form of granules.

• Light-weight flexible packaging such as pre-crushed 

  film flakes, PP raffia, PE/PP woven, PE foam, etc.

• Start-up lumps.

Typical applications /

• PE film flakes (HDPE, LDPE, 

  LLDPE).

• PP film flakes (BOPP, CPP, etc.).

• Hard plastic regrind.

• Granules (PE, ABS, etc.).

• Material without ink.

• Dry material.

For recycling post-industrial plastic or plastic in top condition. With a more compact design, the Altero OPTIMA pelletising 

lines produces maximum quality pellets which are fully reusable for injection, blowing or extrusion processes.
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Benefits /

IndustrialFilm No inkDry

Optima HW Optima LW
Industrial No inkDryHard 

plastic

Maximum quality pellets which are fully reusable for injection and 

blowing processes. Due to an ultra compact design, the material 

deteriorates less due to a reduced screw shear effect, preserving the 

virgin material’s properties.

Cost reduction. The Optima model incorporates only the components 

that you need.

Minimal energy consumption thanks to the use of the latest 

generation motors, infra-red heating system and an ultra 

compact design.

Simple and user-friendly handling. Completely visual user interface 

and assisted start-up process.
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Main features /

Compact design. For these applications great homogenisation 

power is not required. For this reason, compact screw 

designs are used (L/D 22 to 36) with the aim of minimising 

material degradation and reducing power consumption.

Assisted start-up process for greater convenience  

and safety.

Infra-red barrel heating to reduce energy consumption

by 60% and the time to reach the target temperature

by 50%.

Double degassing zone to remove gasses and volatiles 

(optional). Required when the material contains some 

moisture or ink.

Simple and user-friendly handling thanks to the 

customisable interface.

Top brand components (Lenze, WEG, Siemens, ABB, 

Knodler, etc.).

Barrel cooling using thermal oil to precisely and efficiently 

control the temperature.

Several filtering options depending on the contamination 

level of the material being processed.



Filtering options for Velox and Optima /

High performance continuous melt filter /
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One of the main components in every thermoplastics recycling line 

is the filtering system. The choice of one or the other technology 

has a huge impact on aspects as significant as the quality of the final 

product, productivity and maintenance costs. At Altero, we not only 

develop filtering systems for the processing of highly contaminated 

materials, but in addition we offer the chance of integrating devices 

from the sector’s biggest manufacturers.

They offer the highest level of purification in plastics recycling, which 

translates into a final product of the highest quality. Furthermore, this is 

achieved with the minimum waste of material and a reduction in the 

operator’s workload as the filter does not need to be replaced for weeks 

or even months.

They are capable of processing highly contaminated materials, removing

substances such as paper, aluminium, wood, elastomers (rubber, silicone) 

or high-melting polymer composites.

Filter diameter 200 - 500 mm

Throughput max 1.500 - 6.000 kg/h

Filtration surface 1.250 - 3.140 cm2

+ LEVEL OF CONTAMINATION

Nordson Double piston filter / Nordson slide plate screen changer /
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The most widely used technology in the recycling of pre-washed plastics 

with a medium to high contamination level. Suitable for processing of 

post-consumer waste and agricultural film.

Automatic backflushing increases the service life of the screens and 

reduces operator workload. The double piston design ensures continuity 

of production during flushing and screen replacement.

Ideal option for the processing of lightly contaminated materials 

such as post-industrial waste in injection or blowing processes.

Made of the highest quality materials to ensure leak-free operation. 

The hydraulic system enables a fast, comfortable and secure screen 

changes.

Filter diameter 76 - 250 mm

Throughput max 160 - 3.000 kg/h

Filtration surface 180 - 1.960 cm2

Filter diameter 73 - 257 mm

Throughput max 25 - 3.100 kg/h

Filtration surface 42 - 520 cm2

- LEVEL OF CONTAMINATION
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Omnia: size reduction and pelletising all in one /

The perfect combination for pre-washed material pelletising. OMNIA solutions combine a high-performance granulator and/or 

shredder fully synchronised with an Optima or Velox pelletising line. 

Benefits /

Customise your own OMNIA solution /
At Altero we truly believe that to achieve success it is essential to collaborate with the best suppliers, 

who believe in our project and share their experience and knowledge with us.
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Dosing devices: we offer 

the possibility of integrating 

gravimetric or volumetric 

dosing devices to add 

additives such as colourings, 

CaCO3, Master, etc. 

Intermediate silo: allows 

the storage of the crushed/

ground material. In this way 

we ensure process stability 

and continuous extruder 

material intake.

Velox/Optima pelletising 

line: the last element is one 

of our Velox or Optima 

pelletising lines to obtain 

pellets of the highest quality.

Granulator/Shredder:

we collaborate with premium 

European manufacturers 

which offer high-performance 

devices with excellent 

durability. The function of 

these devices is to reduce 

the size of the material by 

producing small flakes or 

granules in order to obtain 

the maximum productivity 

in the pelletising line.

Perfect synchronisation thanks to the use of a centralised 

control system (PLC).

Optimum performance and energy efficiency  

thanks to the use of top-brand equipment and components.

One contact for the whole solution: granulator/shredder, 

transport systems, silo, pelletiser, wiring, etc.
Fully customisable solutions.

Possibility of centralised control on one screen.



At Altero, we have the perfect formula to minimise maintenance costs 

and maximise the operating time of our machines. This way we make 

sure our clients obtain more profit, all with the convenience of having just 

one supplier for all their needs.

Services /

Highly qualified technicians with more than 

20 years’ experience repairing and installing 

machines for thermoplastic recycling. 

This means that if a machine breaks down 

we can identify the cause quickly and repair 

it efficiently.

Maintenance service /

Fast and effective. This way the maintenance 

costs and the stoppage times of our machines 

are enormously cut down.

Spare parts repair service /

The fastest depleted replacements are 

manufactured domestically which allows us 

to offer fast response time and unbeatable 

prices. We also work with the best screw press 

and bimetal liner manufacturers on the market 

to guarantee the durability and quality of our 

machines.

In-house manufacture /

All our machines are equipped with remote 

access so that, with the client’s authorisation, 

we can run an immediate diagnostic if there 

is a breakdown, and even on some occasions, 

resolve the incident from our facilities.

Remote assistance /
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According to experts, there will be a before and after the imminent fourth 

industrial revolution and the “4.0 Industry” concept for aspects such as 

controlling industrial activity, logistics, process optimisation, productivity 

control, etc. All of this is possible thanks to digitalisation, the exchange of 

information and the management of big data that ultimately allow for a 

greater degree of automation.

The Velox and Optima machines have the option to integrate the 

Altero Connect communication module that enables integration into 

this ever-closer environment. This technology also allows communication 

with external computer systems such as ERP systems for the transferring 

of relevant data regarding production, performance and energy 

consumption, among others.

Altero Connect /

Upload relevant data about production 

to the company’s IT system (ERP).

Control the maintenance activity 

of the machines for better traceability.

Automatically have a digital page with all 

the important information about ongoing or 

completed production.

Record all the programming performed on 

a database to identify any possible errors.
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